Purpose: To develop a specialized multislice, single-acquisition approach to detect the metabolites of hyperpolarized (HP) [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] C]dihydroxyacetone (DHAc) to probe gluconeogenesis in vivo, which have a broad 144 ppm spectral range ($4.6 kHz at 3T). A novel multiband radio-frequency (RF) excitation pulse was designed for independent flip angle control over five to six spectral-spatial (SPSP) excitation bands, each corrected for chemical shift misregistration effects. Methods: Specialized multiband SPSP RF pulses were designed, tested, and applied to investigate HP [2-
INTRODUCTION
Recent developments of hyperpolarization techniques, especially dissolution dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP), offer the sensitivity to monitor localized distribution and metabolism of 13 C-labeled substrates in vivo, providing biologically relevant information including tissue perfusion, metabolic products, and enzyme kinetics (1, 2) . The most common hyperpolarized (HP) substrate for in vivo studies is [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] C]pyruvate, the metabolic products of which are lactate, alanine, and bicarbonate (3, 4) . Recently, [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] C]dihydroxyacetone (DHAc) has emerged as a promising bio-probe for investigating gluconeogenesis (5) . Moreno et al. demonstrated that upon injection of HP [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] C]DHAc into perfused livers, DHAc rapidly metabolized into glycerol 3-phosphate (G3P) through dihydroxyacetone phosphate (DHAP), and entered the glucose metabolic pathway at the glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate (Ga3P) position. Subsequent rapid metabolism produced intermediates characteristic of glycolysis and gluconeogenesis, such as glucose, phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP), pyruvate, and lactate, among other metabolites (5) . Therefore, injection of HP DHAc can provide insights on the reduction of DHAP to G3P (a pathway whose endpoint is the synthesis of new triglycerides in adipose cells), as well as on both directions of the glycolytic pathway (gluconeogenesis vs. glycolysis).
The chemical shift range of the [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] C]DHAc and its metabolic products spans 144 ppm (over 4.6 kHz at 3T). To date, in vivo HP 13 C-MR has mostly focused on limited portions of the 13 C-spectrum, corresponding to the chemical shift ranges of metabolites of key probes of interest such as [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] C]pyruvate to [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] C]lactate (which spans 24 ppm). For the optimal study of [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] C]DHAc, MR acquisitions are required with broadband spectral coverage and accurate spatial localization to probe the distribution of its metabolic products in different organs. Currently, no general solution exists for the broadband spectral coverage required to investigate HP [2- In previous studies, narrow-band pulses were used to cover segments of the 13 C-spectrum in a series of excitations with multifrequency shifts during radio frequency (RF) transmissions (4, 6) . Narrow-band pulses, however, are not suited for slice selection due to spatial misregistrations in the presence of chemical shift once the slice selection gradient is applied. Spectral-spatial (SPSP) RF pulses offer simultaneous control over frequencies, locations, and flip angles for HP 13 C acquisitions (7) (8) (9) . However, previous pulses such as those optimized for the study of HP [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] C]pyruvate do not provide the 4.6-kHz bandwidth required for the study of [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] C]DHAc metabolism at 3T. Outside the baseband of the SPSP pulse, aliased-bands can extend the spectral territory of SPSP several-fold, but typically include substantial spatial misregistrations. Fortunately, it is possible to exploit the typical sparsity of the 13 C spectrum for SPSP pulse design in the context of wide spectral separation by targeting a few narrow frequency bands covering the distinct 13 C metabolite resonances. Challenges that stem from the broadband spectral coverage can be drastically reduced once constraints of sparse and narrow frequency bands are incorporated into the RF pulse design. Under these assumptions, chemicalshift spatial misregistrations can then be corrected numerically under the small-tip approximation (10, 11) .
In addition to the issues mentioned above, the study of HP [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] C]DHAc presents the typical technical challenges associated with in vivo HP 13 C experiments. These include the sub-minute polarization decay constant and relatively low concentration of metabolic products. The HP 13 C signal is normally lost within a minute or so because polarizations of substrate and metabolic products rapidly decay to equilibrium level, which is governed by both the T 1 relaxation and chemical reactions. Furthermore, concentrations of metabolic products are generally much smaller than the injected HP substrate. Therefore, improved signal-to-noise ratio is achieved with larger flip angles for the metabolic products, while exciting the injected substrate with a lower flip angle (12) . This approach ensures that the magnetizations of both substrate and metabolic products can be detected in a more efficient and long-lasting manner.
In this work, we developed specialized SPSP pulse designs for MR investigations of HP [2- 13 C]DHAc that account for its wide spectral range by leveraging the sparse nature of the spectra to achieve the desired broadband excitation, while compensating for spatial misregistration effects and utilizing independent flip angle control over multiple frequency bands to improve detection SNR. In addition to the present application to HP [2- 13 C]DHAc, we envision that this approach will be applicable to other probes with similar spectral characteristics.
METHODS

Spectral-Spatial RF Pulse Design Considerations
The RF pulse was designed using an in-house developed software package in Matlab (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA). This software package is available online (http:// www.radiology.ucsf.edu/research/labs/larson/software and https://github.com/agentmess/Spectral-Spatial-RF-PulseDesign). Technical details of this software have been reported previously (12, 13) . Briefly, it computes optimized RF and gradient pulses for a given spectral and spatial specification, including corrections for slice misregistration. The correction for misregistration has been extended in this study for broadband spectral coverage. Below are two central considerations for the design of this SPSP pulse.
First, because of the large spectral bandwidth, the spectral filter design must use the aliased copies of response to achieve the desired broadband specification with the lowbandwidth capabilities of SPSP pulses. This is achieved by designing a baseband spectral filter at a spectral sampling frequency, Fs, whose aliased copies at multiples of Fs meet the broadband specification. One key consideration is that all specified frequency bands, aliased or not, must be uniquely defined within the baseband filter such that the chemical shift misregistration correction can be performed (as described below). Fs, the inverse of the distance between the spatial subpulses, is chosen within a frequency range defined between Fmin (lowest sampling frequency) and Fmax (highest sampling frequency). The maximum sampling frequency, Fmax, is determined by the achievable maximal oscillating frequency of the gradient waveform, that is, the inverse of the minimum-time gradient sublobe duration. The sublobe duration needs to satisfy the gradient amplitude and slew rate constraints and spatial timebandwidth (TBW). In this study, the oscillating gradient pulse was implemented using a symmetric echo planar imaging (EPI)-like waveform, and the spatial TBW was set to be small ( < 3), allowing a large Fmax. Meanwhile, the baseband should have enough width to accommodate the aliases of all frequency bands without causing overlaps of those aliased bands. This requires a sufficiently large sampling frequency Fmin, which is the lower boundary of Fs. The SPSP pulse design software can determine the Fs within the range (Fmin, Fmax). For each Fs that satisfies the aliased broadband specification, a baseband spectral filter is designed using convex optimization. These are combined with a spatial filter, designed based on the desired slice thickness, TBW, ripple, and phase response, to form an initial SPSP pulse design.
Second, the chemical shift slice misregistration is corrected for across all specified frequency bands. The slice misregistration is caused by the nonuniform sampling of the EPI gradient in excitation kz-t space, and this misregistration is more severe in a broadband SPSP pulse. A least-squares fit based on matrix pseudo-inversion was previously used to correct the slice misregistrations and shown to be effective for frequency bands designated in or around the baseband (10, 11) . However, the matrix pseudoinversion has the tendency of amplifying coefficients of the spectral filter when the inversion problem is illconditioned. This is found in regions close to maximal or minimal kz, where the EPI trajectory sampling is increasingly nonuniform. In this study, the least-squares pseudoinversion was replaced by a regularized least-squares optimization that can be written as (14) argmin
where W ref is a Fourier operator on the targeted frequency bands; b 0 is the uncorrected beta polynomial for the spectral filter; W act is a modified Fourier operator on the targeted frequency bands that includes the sample delays on the nonuniform sampling; b m is the desired corrected beta polynomial for the spectral filter; and k is a coefficient for regularization. The kb m k 2 in Eq. [1] is a penalty on the total energy of spectral filter, which improves the stability or conditioning of the matrix inversion and also effectively keeps the peak power of the pulse from becoming too large. This regularized least-squares correction was performed for each kz line in the excitation kz-t space. In addition, the coefficient l was empirically set to be 0.0001 in this study. The RF pulse presented was designed to maximize the SNR from the metabolic products, while minimizing depolarization of the HP substrate. Because DHAc and its hydrate are in equilibrium, keeping the small flip angle pulsed on both DHAc and DHAc-hydrate ensures minimal saturation of the substrate magnetization. The five-band SPSP RF pulse for a 1-cm slab described here is a 15.2 ms pulse with 0.276 G peak amplitude, and Fs ¼ 1,420.5 Hz with a gradient amplitude of 43 mT/m and a maximum slew rate of 200 mT/m/ms (Fig. 1a) . The sample dwell time was 4 us for both gradient and RF.
The response of the RF pulse was specified for the following resonances and bandwidths at 3T: 213.0 ppm 6 2 ppm (DHAc) with 0.01% ripple, 151.0 ppm 6 1 ppm (PEP) with 0.04% ripple, 96.1 ppm 6 1 ppm (DHAc hydrate) with 0.04% ripple, 88.0 ppm 6 1 ppm (additional frequency band) with 0.04% ripple, and 73.0 ppm 6 3 ppm (G3P) with 0.04% ripple. The RF pulse was designed for a 0 flip on DHAc, a 67. 5 flip angle on PEP, a 4.5 flip on DHAc hydrate, and a 45 flip on G3P and 88.0 ppm bands. A minimum-phase spectral filter was used to reduce the pulse duration and peak power. The simulated spectral performance of the pulse at the center of the slab and the spatial excitation profile for the controlled frequency bands can be seen in Figure 1b and c, respectively. The solid black curve corresponds to the profiles of the SPSP RF pulse used in this study, evidencing the lack of chemical shift misregistration errors for the pulse across the large bandwidth. In contrast, the dashed red curve displays the misregistration effects when no phase correction is performed.
To demonstrate the flexibility of this SPSP RF design approach, a six-band SPSP RF pulse for 2-cm slabs was created similarly as above, with an additional band at 180.8 ppm and slightly different center frequencies for each band (Supp. Fig. S1 ).
Spectral-Spatial RF Pulse Performance in a 13 C-Urea Phantom
The performance of the five-and six-band RF pulse was tested using three 1-mL vials filled with thermally polarized 13 C-enriched urea (6.0 M) in a 3T clinical MRI system (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI) equipped with 50 mT/m, 200 mT/m/ms gradients, and a broadband RF amplifier.
1 H and 13 C RF transmission and signal reception was performed with a custom-built, dual-tuned rat birdcage coil. Because 13 C-urea presents a single resonance, the transmitter offset was shifted to get , whereas the red curve characterizes the profiles. Urea was chosen as the center offset (0 Hz) envisioning the use of a urea phantom as a reference during in vivo experiments. Urea was not, however, one of the frequency bands controlled during the design of the experiment, which lead to a broader slice profile.DHAc, dihydroxyacetone; G3P, glycerol 3-phosphate; PEP, phosphoenolpyruvate; RF, radio frequency.
Spectral-Spatial Excitation of HP 13 C-Dihydroxyacetonerepresentative data of the behavior of the pulse at the specified frequency bands. The RF pulse peak power and gradient hardware delay were calibrated manually to produce (a) a 29 flip at the transmitter offset À2,928 Hz for the six-bands SPSP pulse; and (b) a 20 flip at the transmitter offset À2,895 Hz for the five-bands SPSP pulse. These transmitter offset frequencies correspond to the G3P resonance targeted with each pulse design. Signals were recorded after exciting a 2-cm slab centered on slices above, below, and through the phantom at the transmitter offsets, corresponding to the center offset frequency of each band (Fig. 3a) . Several gradient delay times (t del ) were tested, and measurements were performed with the optimal delay (t del ¼ À4 us).
Sample Preparation and Hyperpolarization
A stock solution was prepared with 500 mg [2- 
Animal Preparation
All animal studies were carried out under a protocol approved by the University of California San Francisco Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Nine Sprague Dawley rats (age ¼ 3-5 months, weight ¼ 0.45-0.5 kg) were fasted for 24 hours and anesthetized prior to the MR spectroscopy (MRS) experiments by administration of inhalational isofluorane via nose cone (2.5%, 1 L/ min). A tail-vein cannula was inserted for HP agent administration, and its patency maintained with heparin diluted in sterile saline (4 U/mL). The animal was placed on a warm pad inside the dual-tuned birdcage coil to maintain its body temperature at 37 C, and isofluorane delivery was kept at 1.5 to 1.7% (1 L/min) throughout the experiment.
MR Spectroscopy In Vivo
In vivo experiments were performed using the 3T clinical MRI system and birdcage coil described above.
1 H images were acquired for anatomic reference. 13 C power and center frequency calibration were performed using a 1 mL vial filled with 6.0 M 13 C-urea placed next to the rat kidney in the coil.
Two different methods for SPSP localization of the metabolic resonances were employed: 1) multifrequency shifts, for which the RF frequency offset was moved sequentially to excite a region of interest every second and required multiple acquisitions; and 2) multiband SPSP RF pulse, for which the whole spectrum was acquired in one acquisition. In both cases, 2.5 mL of HP [2- 13 C]DHAc solution was injected into the tail vein of a rat over 12 s, and MRS acquisition started 15 s after the beginning of the injection. A schematic diagram on how each method was applied is shown in Figure 2 .
Multifrequency Shifts
In order to localize the excitation to a 2-cm thick axial slab on either the liver or the kidney, a 694.4 Hz-band spatially selective Gaussian RF pulse was used. The RF offset was moved to center the excitation band on different resonances alternately, and the flip angle was also changed for each band: 5 on the region of DHAc resonance (213 ppm), 20 at 180 ppm (additional resonance), 30 at 150 ppm (PEP resonance), 20 at 89 ppm (additional resonance), and 20 at 69 ppm (G3P resonance). As shown in the diagram in Figure 2 (top), there was a 1 s temporal delay between acquisition of each band. For dynamic spectral acquisition, the same band was excited every 5 s. A 2-cm axial slab centered on the liver was excited, followed by the excitation of 2-cm axial slab centered on a kidney 0.5 s later (interslab separation ¼ 1.7 cm).
Multiband SPSP RF Pulse and 2D MR Spectroscopic Imaging
Axial slabs of 1-cm thickness were excited on either the liver or the kidney with the five-band SPSP RF pulse C]dihydroxyacetone spectra. For the multifrequency shifts method, the RF offset was changed to center a 21.6 ppm effective excitation band for the spatially selective pulses used on the metabolite region of interest, although slice misregistration resulted in excitation out of this band. The TR between excitations on the same band was 5 s. Conversely, the spectral-spatial RF pulse allowed for acquisition of all the resonances of interest in a single excitation with no slice misregistration, and a TR of 3 s was chosen for dynamic spectra acquisition. Liver and kidney acquisitions were interleaved in both methods. RF, radiofrequency; TR, repetition time.
centered on the urea phantom resonance at 163.2 ppm, with a temporal delay of 1.5 s between the liver and kidney acquisitions (Fig. 2, bottom) 20 at an additional resonance at 88 ppm, and 20 at the G3P resonance (73 ppm). The relative metabolite concentrations within each slab were quantified by integrating the area under the peaks of interest and normalizing them against the integral of the first DHAc hydrate peak within the same slab.
To demonstrate the potential of the SPSP pulses presented here, a two-dimensional (2D) MRS imaging with compressed sensing (CS) acceleration was acquired from an axial slab across the liver excited using the five-band SPSP RF pulse. The 2D MRS imaging (MRSI) was performed with random walk k-space trajectories, 3.8-fold undersampling scheme, and CS reconstruction. In this sequence, gradient blips with random amplitudes and intervals were added during the readout period, allowing readout along multiple random walk trajectories in kx-kyt-space. Previous work has described gradient blips with random amplitudes (15) (16) (17) , which in this work was extended to have random time intervals to support large spectral bandwidths. The 3.8-fold undersampling scheme consisted of 14 phase encodings in each image frame. Ten of these phase encodings performed the above-mentioned random walks in kx-ky-t-space. The other four phase encodings fully sampled the time dimension of center kxky-space. Acquisition parameters were: echo time/ TR ¼ 10/150 ms, slab thickness ¼ 2 cm, 2D matrix ¼ 8 Â 8, FOV ¼ 8 Â 8 cm 2 , spectral bandwidth ¼ 10 kHz, 14 excitations for one image frame, 20 dynamic frames, temporal resolution ¼ 3 second/frame, acquisition started 15 s after the beginning of the substrate injection. Lastly, the CS reconstruction was performing by L 1 -minimization, exploring the spatial and spectral sparsity (18) . A detailed description of the sampling pattern and the reconstruction will be provided in a separate study.
RESULTS
SPSP RF Pulse Performance in a 13 C-Urea Phantom
Signals arising from the excitation of 2-cm slabs centered on slices above, below and through a 13 C-urea phantom (Fig. 3a) were measured and compared to the simulated signals. Figure 3b and c display the performance of the six-band and five-band SPSP RF pulses, respectively.
The signal intensity measured at each frequency on the slab centered in the phantom agreed with the expected signal calculated by simulations of both SPSP pulses. Across the spatial-spectrally selected frequencies for excitation, the maximum discrepancy from the simulations was found at the largest flip angle, with a difference of 6% at À424 Hz for six-band SPSP ($39 flip), and a difference of 5% at À392 Hz for five-band SPSP ($26 flip). Spatial selectivity was assessed by comparing the signals from a slab through the phantom with slabs above and below the phantom. For the six-band SPSP pulse, higher signal intensity was measured from the slab centered across the phantom than from the slabs centered outside by approximately 12-fold at 565 Hz (additional resonance); 39-fold at À424 Hz (PEP resonance); 23-fold at À2,414 Hz (additional resonance); and 95-fold at À2,928 Hz (G3P resonance). At 1,599 Hz (DHAc resonance) and À2,157 Hz (DHAc hydrate resonance), for which spatial selection was not controlled by this pulse, the signal intensity inside the phantom was about 10-fold smaller and three-fold larger than the signal outside the phantom, respectively. calibrated at the transmitter frequency À2,895 Hz (tdel ¼ À4 us). These calibration frequencies correspond to the glycerol 3-phosphate resonance as targeted in each pulse design. Shaded area is the simulated signal in the slab through the phantom. SPSP RF, spectral-spatial radio frequency; tdel, delay time.
Spectral-Spatial Excitation of HP 13 C-Dihydroxyacetone
Similarly, for the five-band SPSP pulse, the slab centered across the phantom gave more signal than the slabs centered outside by about 47 Â at À392 Hz (PEP resonance); 4 Â at À2,154 Hz (DHAc hydrate resonance) ; 34 Â at À2,414 Hz (additional resonance); and 35 Â at À2,895 Hz (G3P resonance). Note that the small difference between the signal from a slab centered inside and outside the phantom at the transmitter offset corresponding to DHAc hydrate (À2,154 Hz) is only 4 Â because the flip angle applied is about 2 , whereas the other resonances are excited with flip angles over 20 . At 1,599 Hz (DHAc resonance), spatial selection was not controlled. Figure 4 shows representative 13 C-spectra from a liver slab (black curve) and a kidney slab (red curve) from a fasted rat upon injection of [2- 13 C]DHAc and acquired using the multifrequency shifts method. Signal within the excitation bandwidth on each spectrum (shaded) arises from the selected slab, either liver or kidney. Signal from outside the shaded area, however, was the result of spatial misregistration and belonged to a different slab. With the slice thickness and excitation RF pulse used here, a peak found 20 ppm (642 Hz) away from the center of the excitation band, for instance, originated from 1.8 cm above or below the center of the prescribed slab.
In Vivo MRS Using Multifrequency Shifts
After adding the first five spectra with the same RF center frequency, and before normalization of the data, the approximate SNR of the resonances of interest in the liver were 1,177 for DHAc; 45 for PEP; 1,118 for DHAc hydrate; and 46 for G3P. In the kidneys, the SNRs were 2,312 for DHAc; 14 for PEP; 1,137 for DHAc hydrate; and 30 for G3P.
In Vivo MRS Using the Multiband Spectral-Spatial RF Pulse
The multiband SPSP RF pulse allowed for simultaneous acquisition of all the resonances of interest within the selected slab. 13 C-spectra were acquired on the same rat and the same slabs prescribed above upon injection of HP [2- 13 C]DHAc using the six-band SPSP RF pulse (Supp. Fig. S2a ). The SNR of the sum of the first five spectra within the liver slab for the PEP resonance was 32 and that of the G3P was 281. In the kidney slab, the SNRs were 25 and 81 for PEP and G3P, respectively. DHAc and its hydrate were not spatially controlled, and therefore were not quantitative. Urea signal originating from phantom could be seen on the kidney slab because it was deliberately placed on top of the kidney as a control. As expected, no urea signal was observed in the liver slab.
Hyperpolarized [2-13 C]DHAc 13 C-spectra were also acquired using the five-band SPSP RF pulse on five fasted rats. Representatively in one of the experiments, the SNR of the sum of the first five spectra within the liver slab for the PEP resonance was 34, 107 for that of the G3P, and 200 for the DHAc hydrate resonance. In the kidney slab, the SNRs were 32; 73; and 1,341 for PEP, G3P, and DHAc hydrate, respectively. Figure 5a shows an example of the 13 C-spectra obtained from the liver slabs (black curve) and the kidney slabs (red curve). Spectra were normalized to the integral of the DHAchydrate signal (DHAc was not spatially controlled, and thus was not suitable for normalization). Dynamic 13 Cmagnetic resonance spectroscopy SNR data for the first 100 s from the metabolic products of DHAc from liver and kidney are shown in Figure 5b (top and bottom, respectively). The bar plot in Figure 5c displays the mean liver over kidney ratio of PEP and G3P upon summing the integrals of the first five time points for each metabolite. There was $4 Â more PEP in the liver than in the kidney, and $19 Â more G3P. Results for each individual rat are displayed in Table 1 .
Using the same SPSP RF pulse, the spectra of a syringe filled with HP [2- C-MR spectroscopy acquired using the multifrequency shifts method on a 2-cm slab on the liver and a 2-cm slab on the kidney. The radio-frequency pulse excitation bandwidth was 694.4 Hz (21.6 ppm), whereas the acquisition bandwidth was 5 kHz (155.8 ppm), centered on the frequency offset specified on the right of the image. The shaded areas highlight the excitation band on the center of the prescribed slab. Misregistered resonances can be seen outside the shaded area. The following flip angles were applied on each band: (a) 5 ,
, and (c) 30 . Signal was normalized to the dihydroxyacetone peak in (a). Data shown is the sum of the first five dynamic spectra. Figure 6 is a representative 2D MRSI from a dynamic acquisition of an axial slab across the liver upon injection of [2- 13 C]DHAc. The liver contour has been loosely highlighted with a yellow curve. Production of G3P is detected within the liver, whereas little to no G3P is observed outside the organ.
DISCUSSION
Development of a Five-Band SPSP RF Pulse with Excitation Over a 4.6-kHz Bandwidth
This study developed and applied a new SPSP RF pulse for probing [2- 13 C]DHAc and its metabolic products, with an excitation profile over 144 ppm at 3T (4.6 kHz). The SPSP RF pulse was developed with constraints over five and six sparsely distributed frequency bands in the 13 C-spectrum, and optimized on conditions of minimizing flip angle at DHAc and DHAc hydrate while delivering a higher flip angle to the metabolites and correcting for chemical shift slice misregistration across all bands. This is the first broadband SPSP design, to our knowledge, with five frequency bands for excitation over a 4.6-kHz bandwidth. In vivo experiments were performed on rat liver and kidney under fasting conditions, demonstrating the SPSP RF pulse capability to investigate [2-13 C]DHAc metabolism in different organs in vivo. The 15 ms duration of the SPSP RF pulse is not an issue for 13 C-metabolites, which have T 2 relaxation time constants larger than 100 ms (19, 20) . Also, approximate T Ã 2 values of 13 C metabolites in our 3T scanner are typically $50 ms, which is still relatively long compared to our pulse duration.
Tests on 13 C-phantom solutions showed that the multiband SPSP RF pulses provided the desired tailored excitation, meeting requirements for both spatial and spectral selectivity. In our experience, the 3T clinical scanner used for these experiments has an efficient in-built eddy-current compensation that minimizes eddy-current-induced field distortions, even when using the scanner close to the limits of the gradient hardware. A maximum difference of 6% between the measured and calculated RF pulse profile inside the phantom was measured for the largest flip angle ($39 at À424 Hz on the 6-band SPSP RF pulse). However, these SPSP RF pulses are sensitive to how accurately the Data were normalized to the DHAc hydrate integral of each organ prior to ratio calculation. The mean result is shown also in Figure 5c .
Spectral-Spatial Excitation of HP 13 C-Dihydroxyacetonewaveforms are played out by the scanner hardware, and gradient eddy currents could be a problem because of the symmetric EPI-like gradient. To address this, a simplistic correction factor, tdel, was applied to shift the relative timing of the RF and gradient waveforms in this study. Although this approach appeared to be adequate in these studies, more sophisticated corrections could be incorporated into the pulse design to eliminate unexpected pulse behavior, such as actual measurements of the gradient and RF waveforms (the RF amplifier bandwidth may also distort the pulse profile due to large frequency separation of the bands in the pulse). Like most SPSP pulses, the narrow excitation bands can be sensitive to frequency drifts, and accurate knowledge of the resonances in vivo is required for the pulse design. In this study, each band was designed with at least a 6 1 ppm bandwidth, and resonances were determined from initial tests with nonselective broadband excitations and the multifrequency shifts spectra.
Hyperpolarized [2- Comparing in vivo data acquired with both methods, spectra with higher SNR were obtained with the SPSP RF pulse. This method also made it possible to acquire all the resonances of interest simultaneously without chemical shift misregistration. Therefore, spectral acquisition could be started during injection of the HP agent without fear of saturating DHAc on other slabs due to misregistration during delivery. On average, we observed a shift of $27 Hz (0.84 ppm at 3T) between liver and kidneys. The excitation bands of the SPSP RF pulse are designed to cover efficiently a range of at least 6 32.1 Hz ( 6 1 ppm) around the defined center frequency of the band. In our experience, deviation of the observed peaks from the chosen center frequency does not exceed 32.1 Hz. Derived from the simulation in Figure 2c , the flip angle varies a maximum 7% across the excitation band corresponding to the PEP resonance (i.e., from 26 to 24
) and 11% across the G3P resonance (from 20 to 18
). At the edges of the DHAc hydrate resonance, the flip angle drops by 22%; however, because the expected excitation angle is very small, the effect is negligible (i.e., from 2.3 to 1.8 ). The multifrequency shifts method allows for visualization of the metabolites in the different slabs, but quantification is not reliable due to the following reasons: frequency bands are not acquired simultaneously; and unintentional excitation of the substrate in a different slab leads to a broad baseline that can mask or incorrectly boost the integral of small peaks, such as PEP. Although a single-band spectral-spatial pulse could be designed for use in the multifrequency shifts method (with attention given to aliases to guarantee that no other metabolic resonances are excited), the issue of simultaneous acquisition of all the metabolites would remain unaddressed.
The 13 C-spectra obtained with the five-band SPSP RF pulse acquisition in vivo produced a high-SNR G3P peak, clearly indicating that there was $19 times more G3P in the liver than in the kidney. This in not a surprising result: liver is the main regulator of triglycerides production. Phosphoenolpyruvate was also observable, albeit with lower SNR. A 1 cm-slab allows for clear separation between liver and kidneys in a rat of $0.5 kg (Fig.  5d) , and because within this slab gluconeogenesis and glycolysis are performed mainly in these organs, one can reasonably assume that the metabolic products of DHAc observed on the spectra are mostly generated in these organs and not very substantially produced in vasculature or other organs partially captured in the slab (i.e., stomach).
This study has also demonstrated the potential of these SPSP RF pulses to perform MRS imaging. Here, a 2D MRS image localizing the G3P production within the liver has been displayed, and it could be extended to 3D MRS imaging for multislice acquisition. This feature would allow spatial localization of the metabolic signal from within small voxels, while preserving the spectral selectivity of the resonances of interest. The ratios between the SNR of spectra acquired from a 1-cm slab across the liver spectrum (Fig. 5b) and the SNR of spectra from a liver voxel from the 2D MRSI (Fig. 6c ) are 1.6 to 2.4 for G3P and 1.5 to 3 for DHAc hydrate. From the MRSI image, the G3P signal arises mainly from $12 voxels. If one assumes that the G3P signal on the sliceselective spectra comes from the same area, a signal difference of $2.4 is expected. The discrepancy between the calculated result and the ratios measured arises from the fact that, in a slab, the signal contribution from vasculature and other organs gets diluted by the high signal produced by the liver, while a vessel may be the main source of signal in a smaller voxel.
CONCLUSION
A new spectral-spatial pulse design was developed and applied to acquire 13 C-spectra of HP [2-13 C]DHAc, a new marker of gluconeogenesis in the rat liver and kidney in vivo. The metabolic products PEP and G3P were detected, evidencing metabolism of the HP substrate in the glycolytic pathway and activity of the enzyme glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase.
Because the resonances originated from the metabolism of [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] C]DHAc range over 144 ppm (69-213 ppm, 4.6 kHz at 3T), a novel excitation and acquisition method was required. We developed a spatially selective multiband SPSP RF pulse that allows for simultaneous excitation, with independent flip angle control at five or six frequency bands over a 4.6 kHz frequency range. A key feature of these pulses is that chemical shift misregistration is corrected for, resulting in accurate spatialspectral selectivity across the bands of interest. In addition, the SPSP design is flexible, and the spectral profile could be readily modified to study other metabolites with large chemical shift differences, for example, [2- 13 C]pyruvate and its products.
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Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this article. Spectral-Spatial Excitation of HP 13 C-Dihydroxyacetone 1427 correction (RF pulse shown in (a)), while the red curve characterizes the profiles. Urea was chosen as the center offset (0 Hz) envisioning the use of a urea phantom as a reference during in vivo experiments. Urea was not, however, one of the frequency bands controlled during the design of the experiment, which lead to a broader slice profile. . Shaded area in green shows the urea phantom resonance used to set the RF pulse offset (163.2ppm). Spectra in (a) and (b) were acquired every 3 s with the six-band RF pulse described in the text. Data shown is the sum of the first five spectra.
